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ABSTRACT
On 26 l)eccmbcr 2(X)4. Malaysia was aflcctcd by the Indian Ocean earthquake. Despite
its proximity

to the epicenter of the earthquake, Malaysia escaped the kind of damage

that struck countries thousands of miles further away. Since the epicenter was on the
western coast of Sumatra, the island largely shielded the country from the worst of the
tsunami.

Structures and buildings

in Malaysia

are design in accordance to British

Standard (BS) which neglect seismic loading. This research aims to estimate the fatigue
life of'reinforc; ed concrete beam-column joint under moderate earthquake loading. A case
study is chosen base on existing structure which is a school. Lightly rcinfiorccd concrete
beam-column joint is selected and 5 samples were constructed. Samples are put under
seismic loading and investigations

on load and deflection

study was conducted using STAAI)

were conducted. Theoretical

Pro by modeling the whole structure undergoing

seismic load in the form of time-history

data, obtained from Siukuai Island, Indonesia.

The result of displacement response is later used to calculate the stress of'structurc during
earthquake. It was observed that the maximum displacement of the structure under the
earthquake load is 5.45 mm, while the fatigue damage of the structure due to the
equivalent

cyclic

loading

is 28%.

Ilcnce,

a structure

in Malaysia

earthquake with VI MMI will have 72% of fatigue Iifc remaining.
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CHAPTER

I

IN'I'It()I)ll("I'I()N

1-hischapter will elaborate in details atwut the background that lead on to this study,
problem statement and objective and scope of this study.

1.1

Background of Study

Malaysia is close to the two most seismically active plate txnuiduries, the interplate boundary between the Indo-Australian and Furusiun Plates on the west and the
inter-plate boundary between the Eurasian and Philippines Sea Plates on the cast. Major
earthquakesoriginating from these plate boundaries have been felt in Malaysia.

M7lgure 1.1 t'lutc Kuinduricx and chiccntcr distribution

i

Tremors felt along the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia arc originating from
large earthquakes in the active seismic areas of Sumatra and Andaman Sea. Fast
Malaysia has experienced earthquakes of local origin. Several possible active faults have
been delineated and local earthquakes in last Malaysia appear to he related to some of
them.

In addition to the local earthquakes, Nast Malaysia is also affected by tremors
originating

from

large earthquakes located over Southern Philippines

and Northern

Sulawesi. Figure 2 show the damages caused by the earthquakes of 26 May 1991.

Figure 1.2 Massivc structure damage to the rubbish chute wall of a school in Kauau,
Suhah on 26/5/91 earthquake.

Table l. 1 shows the frequencies of cartquakc happened in Malaysia and the
maximum

Modified

Mercalli

Scale observed fir each state. From this table maximum

intensity of V1! was observed in Perak, Selangor and Sabah. Sabah can fi: It an earthquake
with an intensity of VII because it is located near to Philippine Sea Plate. For Selangor
and Perak, the states are located near to Indo-Australian
plate. According to Modified

Plate which is also an active

Mercalli Intensity Scale, VII type of earthquake can he felt

and cause slight to moderate damage to structure.

Table 1.1 l: urthyuakc intcm,city in Malaysia
D

117 :

Prrb

3

V

KaOaH

ts

V

Penang

37

ý

Perak

22

vl

Selangor

43

VI

Napart San+orn

8

v

Malacca

is

v

Jonor

29

vi

Panan9

2S

Tartno9anu

2

N

KOMMW

3

N

Ku&b Lumpur / PWSjiy

31

vi
11

Sýean
. ,;
SNswN

37

vi

Is

vi

-.

(ticxucc Malaysian Mctcwokqcical 1)cpartmcnt wcbsitc)
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1.2

Problem Statement

The seismic design philosophy relics on providing sufficient ductility to the
structure by which the structure can dissipate seismic energy. 7hc structural ductility
essentially comes from the member ductility wherein the latter is achieved in the form of
inelastic rotations. In reinforced concrete members, the inelastic rotations spread over
definite regions called as plastic hinges. During inelastic defimnations, the actual
material properties arc beyond elastic range and hence damages in these regions arc
obvious.

Mot

structures and buildings in Malaysia are made from concrete and design in

accordance to RS cock. t lnfortunatcly

the design of buildings

in Malaysia

dots not

include any seismic provision and arc vulnenrhlc to earthquake. Studies done by Prof. A.
Mcher Prasad (2006) suggest that joint should have adequate strength and stiffness especially
under seismic loading. In order for structures and buildings to withstand seismic loading,
focus an joints are crucial and should be oriented towards Malaysian earthquake scenario.

4

Objectives

1.3

and Scope of Study

Objective for this study: -

"

Investigating the deflection of a beam-column joint under horizontal loading.

"

Analyzing reinforced concrete building in Malaysia against moderate earthquake
using SI AAI) PR().

"

Estimating the remaining fatigue life fir reinforced concrete structure under
repetitive earthquake loading.

the scope of study would cover the fiollowing: "

Investigating the effect of simulated earthquake loading on joint samples that are
considered 'lightly rvinfimcd'.

"

"Testingthe joint samples until firilurc to investigate the extcnt of damages.

"

Analyzing only on one type of hears-column joint.

"

Collecting and analysing data base on five sample of beam-column joint.

5

CHAPTER

LITERATURE

2

REVIEW

This chaptcr will provide detail on types of joint, force imposed on beam-column joint.
and dcsc:ription on earthquake.

2.1

Types of Joints in Frames

The joint is defined as the portion of'the column within the depth of the deepest beam
that frames into the column. In a moment resisting fame, three types of joints can be
identified interior joint, exterior joint and corner joint. When four beams frame into the
vertical faces of a column, the joint is called as an interior joint. When one beam frames
into a vertical face of the column and two other beams frame from perpendicular
directions into the joint, then the joint is called as an exterior joint. When a beam each
frames into two adjacent vertical faces of a column, then the joint is called us it corner
joint. The severity of forces and demands on the performance of' these joints calls for
greater understanding of their seismic behavior. 't'hese forces develop complex
mechanisms involving bond and shear within the joint. The objective of the paper is to
review and discuss the well postulated theories fir

seismic behavior of joints in

reinforced concrete moment resisting frames.

2.2

Force Imposed on Ream-Column

Joint

I Jnacr the action of latcrul curthquukc loading, it moment resisting multi-storey
multi-hay frumc will deflect horizontally with Ixºints of contra flexure located roughly at
the mid-length of the members. Figure 1(u) shows the dcformation of a typical interior
beam column assembly. A typical interior team column joint is usually subjected to
large shear forces due to lateral earthquake loading, its shown in Figure 4. 'ftc bending
moments and shear forces acting on the joint give rise to both horizontal and vertical
shear forces at the joint core. 'Chc situation becomes critical under large cyclic reversals
of ground shaking, possibly causing extensive dumagc to the joints.
6

,.1

i b)

Figure 2.1 Simulation of interior hcLun-column joint. a) I )rf'onnution of a typical interior
brain-column

joint assembly under lateral load. b) Assembly in loading ring
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2.3

Earthquake

The scientific study of earthquakes is comparatively new. Until the IXth century,
f'cw factual descriptions of earthquakes were recorded, and the natural cause of
earthquakes was little understood. Those who did look fir natural causesoflcn reached
conclusions that seem fanciful today; one popular theory was that earthquakes were
caused by air rushing out of'cavcros deep in the Iiarrth'sinterior.

The carlicst earthquake for which we have descriptive information occurred in
China in 1177 B C. The Chinese earthquake catalog describes several dozen large
.
earthquakes in China during the next few thousand years. Earthquakes in Europe arc
mentioned as early as 580 H.C., but the earliest fir which we have some descriptive
information occurred in the mid-16th century. The curliest known earthquakes in the
Americas were in Mexico in the late 14th century and in Peru in 1471, but descriptions of
the cf%rts were not well documented. By the 17th century, descriptions of the eflccts of
earthquakes were being published around the world - although these accounts were often
exaggeratedor distorted.

Ilhc most destructive of all

earthquake haturds is caused by seismic waves

reaching the ground surface at places where human-built structures, such as buildings and
bridges, are located. When seismic waves reach the surface of the earth at such places,
they give rise to what is known as strong ground motion. Strong ground motions cause's
buildings and other structures to move and shake in a variety of complex ways. Many
buildings cannot withstand this movement and suffer damages of various kinds and
degrees.

Muratdeath.+, injurics, dnrnngcii and economic losMcM
caused by earthquukc rrnult
from ground motion acting on buildings and other mannu do structures not capable of
withxtanding such movement.

R

2.4

The Modified Mercalli Intensity

The ctkcet of an earthquake on the Earth's surface is called the intensity. The
intensity scale consists of a series of certain key responses such as people awakening,
movement of furniture, damage to chimneys, and finally

- total destruction.

Although

numerous intensity scales have been developed over the last several hundred years to
evaluate the effects of earthquakes, the one currently used in the United States is the
Modified

Mcrcalli

Intensity

Scale.

It

was developed

in

1931 by the American

seismologists harry Wcxxl and Frank Neumann. This scale, composed of 12 increasing
Icvcls of intensity that ranges from imperceptible

shaking to catastrophic destruction, is

designated by Roman numerals. It does not have a mathematical basis; instead it is an
arbitrary ranking based on observed etlccts.

'Fhc Modified Mcrcalli Intensity valuc assigncd to a specific sitc aflcr an
carthyuakc has a more mcaningtul measure of severity to the nonscientist than the
magnitude becauseintensity refers to the effects actually experienced at that placc.
The lower numbers of the intensity scale generally deal with the manner in which
the earthquake is felt by people. The higher numbers of the scale arc basedon observed
structural damage. Structural engineers usually contribute inlorniation liºr assigning
intensity values of V ill or above.

Q

2.5

Fatigue

Fatigue cracking is one of the primary damage mechanisms of structural
components. l atigue cracking results from cyclic stressesthat arc below the ultimate
tensile stress, or even the yield stress of the material. The name -fatigue- is basedon the
concept that a material becomes "tired" and fails at a stress level below the nominal
strength of'the material. The facts that the original bulk design strengths are not exceeded
and the only warning sign of an impending fracture is an often hard to we crack, makes
fatigue damageespecially dangerous.

-A

tIlt

Figurc 2-1 lmagc of a crack tukcn with it scanning clcctnin micnrccopc

1()

2.6

Factor Affecting

Fatigue Life

In Order fir fatigue crocks to initiate, that basic factors arc necessary. Firm. the
loading pattern must contain minimum and maximum peak values with large enough
variation or fluctuation. 'I'hc peak values may be in tension or compression and may
change over time but the reverseloading cycle must be sufficiently great fir fatigue crack
initiation. Secondly, the peak stress levels must be of sufficiently high value. If the peak
stressesare too low, no crack initiation will occur. 'Thirdly, the material must experience
a sufficiently large number of cycles of the applied stress. The number of cycles required
to initiate and grow a crack is largely dependent on the first to factors.

In addition to these three basic factors, there are variables, such as stress
concentration, corrosion, temperature, overload, metallurgical structure, and residual
stresseswhich can aftcct the propensity for fatigue. Since fatigue cracks generally initiate
at a surface, the surface condition of the component being loaded will have an ciTect on
its fatigue life. Surface roughness is important because it is directly related to the level
and number of stress concentrations on the surface. The higher the stress concentration
the more likely a crack is to nucleate. Smooth surfaces increase the time to nucleation.
Notches, scratches, and other stress risers dccrcasc fatigue life. Surface residual stress
will also have a significant cflect on fatigue life.

ii

2.7

Rainflow

Counting

Method

'Ibc rainflow counting algorithm (also known us the "rain-flow counting method")
is used in the analysis of' fatigue data in order to rcducc a spectrum of varying stress into
a sct of simple stress reversals. Its importance is that it allows the application of Miner's
rule in order to asscss the fatigue lifc of a structure subject to complcx loading. The
algorithm was developed by '1'atsuaEndo and M. Matsuiki in 1969. Though there arc
number of cycle-counting algorithms for such application, the rainilow method is the
most popular.

I)owning and Socic created one of the more widely referenced and utilized
rainflow cycle-counting algorithms in 1982, which was included as one of many cyclecounting algorithms in ASTM 1:1049-85. 'I'bis algorithm is used in Sandia National
Laboratories 1.111":
2 code for fatigue analysis of wind turbine comlxments.

2.8

Palmgrea-Miner Rules

Supjxr.jc u txcty can tolcrutc only ccrtuin amount Of damaKc, I). If that txºdy
cxpcricncrc damagcx I); (i-I. 2. N) from N xcwrcc, thcn tüilurc will occur if
ý"
ýU,
=D
ý_º

Or ryuivulrntly
N

v'
It

D

n! ý1

12

This linear damage concept can be use in fittigue setting by considering

the

situation where a component is subjected to n, cycles at alternating stress a,, nwcycles at
stress a.,, nN cycles at aN. From the S-N curve fir this material, number of cycles to
tiailure can be determined.
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R3

METHODOLOGY
This chapter will pruvidc details on project workflow, cxpcrimcnt procedure, and data
collection and analysis.

3.1

Project Workflow

This
experimental.

is divided

project
During

into

prc-experimental

two

stages which

stagc literature

are pre-cxpcrimcntal

and

review and data gathering arc

done in order to get better understanding about this project. After that the procedures flor
this experiment arc develop and method to collect data arc suggested. figure 3.1 shows
summary of pn)jcct flow.
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Figure 3.1 Summary ul'prujrct

flow
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3.2

Experimental Setup

Dynamic actuator with the capacity of 2(NH)kNis used for this experiment.
-

ý,

~ý__

"MUM

/
"t.

ý

ýý! ýý
rw

ý
": '.

r7

Figure 3.2 1)ynurnic irchuUur nunintrd on univrrtiul Churn
'Ihc univcr%al franc is bolted to the floor which depth is 1.25m. 'Iherc arc voids
on the flexor that will

he use to bolt the support system fir the joint sample onto the

ground. The sample team-column
movement. Bolting

pnxxss

joint will be put on girders and bolted to prevent from

is cnicial

bccatmc any movement of sample will

result in

inaccurate data collection. Support systems for this experiment arc design in accordance
to BS 5950: structural use of stcclwork

in building.

setup for this experiment.
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Figure 3.3 show the experimental
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Figure 3.3 I ':xprrimrntul situp

3.3

Heam-('olumn

Bcam-column
design. The building

Joint Model Selection

joint

sample for this study was taken From a school building

was originally

designed by Malaysia Public Work Department in

199 1. A design of school building was taken because this type of building was design to
support high live load. Any structure dcl

:t cause by earthquake could result in high

casualties and could be life threatening. So this study is done to ensure that the building is
safe fir usage. An external beam-column joint was chosen because this type of beamcolumn joint has high possibility to defect if'carthquake occur. Figure 3.4 show the beamcolumn joint model.

10

go

Figure 3.4 licum-coltnnn joint nuxlcl
.
3.4

Testing i'roccdurc

Dynamic actuator will apply pushing and pulling force repetitively
cracking and failures. This repetitive pushing and pulling

until there arc

forts will simulate the actual

earthquake. In order to get the average beam curvature I. VI'I's

will also be installed in

pains both above and below the beam. The two pairs of I. Vl)i s adjacent to each column
face enable the estimation of crack width at the beam column interfacc. In addition, two
I. VI) ls were positioned diagonally

on the rear face of the joint

to detect the shear

distortion. Electrical resistance strain gauges were used to monitor strain variation along
selected reinforcing
reinforcing

bars. All

strain gauges were stuck along the centerline

of' the

bar such that the local bending effect could be eliminated. All the I. VI)i s and

strain gauges were connected to a logger liar data acquisition.
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3.5

MoJeling

of Building

Modeling

of' building

Ikpartmcnt.

Iuilding

under Medium

Flarthquake

Loading

is done using data given

Using Staid

by Malaysia

Public

Pro
Work

dimensions are in accordance with actual design and specification.

I )cad loads fir the building are also implemented in the model to get accurate data.

After modeling of building are made, earthquake data for avcragc peak velocity
from Sikuai Island is incoriwated

into the design. This earthquake is chosen because it is

it medium type of*carthgtutkc with average peak acceleration of 4Ocm/s'. I Inder Modified
Intensity, this kind of cart hgtutkc is classified as type Vl. According to Modified

Mcrculli

Merculli Intensity, earthquake of type VI can cause slight damage on structure and can be
tilt by all.

3.6

Cycle Determination

Unlikc mccturnical vibrations, seismic load do not impose constant amplitude, or
even complete, cycles on a stricture. This makes the concept of cycles problematic and
complicates application (or Pulrngrcn-Mincr rule. Typical seismic responsetime histories
exhibit varying :amplitude cycles. 'Ilse ruinflow methyl

most commonly used 11r

converting random mcasurcmcntsto cycles and has been standardixcd.

the

ruinflow

procedure

opcrutcs

by Mining

hall-cyclcs

whcrc

significant

cluingcs in reslx)nsc dircction occur. 'I'hcsc half'-cyclcs arc then matchcd to protlucc full
cyclcx. 'l he output is it scrics of cyclcs with calculatcd moan valucs, not nccessarily /crn,
and atnplitudcs.

All stress data urc inputted into soflwurc culled S'I'OI 1.O O.OK. 't'his s oflwurc is
wwd to filter non peak data and perform ruinflow
ruinfluw

counting

cycle counting

method. Result of

mcthod would be the frequency of stress occurs during curthgtutkc

pcritxl.
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3.7

Damage Calculation

Calculation
mcthtxlology

of

in mie

damage due

to repeated cyclic

loath

is a well

cstahlish

fields of* engineering. In particular, mechanical engineers- regularly

use fatigue dwnagc calculation as part of the design process. With mechanical equipment
the cycle amplitudes are generally constant and known and the fatigue limit is directly
determined from experiment.

IIowcvcr

seismic loads are not mode up of complete,

consistent cycles. In this case, l'almgrcn-Mincr
cycle. Assuming

rule is used to predict the damage per

no recovery between loading events, the remaining

fraction

of the

lätiguc culutcity aller an event is I -1''1)/. Thus if the H)/ is equal to 0.60, approximately
4Q0 of the clement littiguc remains available for the future events.

I ()

CI IAN'1'EI It 4
RESULTS

bis

ANI) 1)Iti('lltitil()N

chapter will provide detail on the result of cube test and static test. Dynamic test

data have not been process so there will no data on dymmic test.

4.1

C Ube -rest

('ompressivc

strength tests have been conducted on the cube sampics fi)r K days

and 14 days to verify

the designed concrete strength. Concrete of grade 30 with

dimension of 150mm x 150mm x I50mm

arc used for this test. the loading rate is

6. ftkN/s. The fi6llowing Table I shows the results of the cube tests.

ý
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Figurr 4.1 ('umpresrivc strcngth vcrsuv days

l: igurc 4.1 shows that the strength of concrctc incrcusc by time and reach an
avcrugc value of 54Mpa during 29"' day. Increments of'strength arc high from day I to
day 8 but slowly inc:rca_scallcrward.
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4.2

Static t. uading'Test
Static loading test have been conduct on 21" July

2(K)9 to determine

the

maximum loading capacity of the beam. 'Ibis test is crucial because the maximum value
from this experiment will be use as reference during dynamic test. The fbIlowing'Fahle

2

shows the results of static test.
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Figure 4.2 Load versus Jctlcctitm tin static loading
Minor cracking start to occur at 3OkN and crocking start to incrcase as the load
incrcascd. Cracking can he seen during 3OkN loading becausethe concrete grade 30 was
used for this sample. This sample undergo elastic limit at 44kN and sustain the load until
it reach its limit at S2kN. Maximum capacity that this sample can handle is 52kN hefore
its rupture.
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Rcinfiorccd concrete structures arc madc up of* two materials with
characteristics,

diflcrcnt

namely, concrete and steel. Steel can he considered a homogeneous

nwtcrial and its material properties arc generally well defined. ('oncrctc is, on the other
hand, a hetcmgcncous
mechanical
convenicnc c

properties
of

material

made up of cement,

scatter more

analysis

and

widely

design,

mortar

and aggregates.

and cannot he defined

however,

concrete

is

often

Its

easily. For the
considered

a

homogeneous matcrial in the macroscopic sense.

Deflection of the sample increase constantly with the load applied until it reach
plastic limit. Ibc nonlinear response is caused by two major cf'lccts, namely, cracking of
concrete in tension, and yielding of the rcinforccmcnt or crushing of concrete in
comptcxxion. Nonlincaritics also arise from the interaction of the constituents of
rcinfiorccd concrete, such as bond-slip between rcinforcing steel and surrounding
concrete, aggregate interlock at a crack and dowel action of the reinforcing steel crossing
a crack.

71)

under Sciimic

4.3

Strc i

4.3.1

Earthquake Data

Loading

Earthquake data is taken from Siukuai Island, Indonesia. Siukuai Island is located
at west of Sunustera which is near to inter-plate boundary of* Indo-Australian

Plate and

EurwYian Plate. This location is a strategic location fir earthquake to occur and plenty of"
earthquakes can be felt. One of the earthquake recorded have an average peak
data was taken from COSMOS and used in this
acceleration of 4Ocm/s'. This earthquake
rescamh.

In onicr to havc a better understanding on the intensity of this earthquake.
Modified Mcrcalli Intensity Scalc (MMIS) is used. According to Modified Mcrcalli
lntcnsity Scale (MMIS), earthquake with an average peak accclcnation of 40cm/s' is
because it is a moderate earthquake
classified as type V1. This earthquake was choscn
in
and there arc lxºssihilitics for this type of earthquake to occur Malaysia.

According

to

Malaysian

Mctcorological

Deportment, thcrc

wcrc

many

in Malaysia. Wcst coast of Pcninsular
carthyuahc with intensity of VI or morc twcurrcd
Malaysia :showing a 'trend' of higher earthquakes frequencies compare to cast Peninsular
Malaysia. It would tic a bad situation if' an earthquake with intensity of VI or higher do
be found in west Peninsular compare to cast
occur. This is because many strictures can
Pcninsular.
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4.3.2

Response of Structure
In order to analyze the cf1ects of medium earthquake toward structure, it critical

joint must be chosen. Joint 171 was chosen because of the assumption made during the
calculations. Ream is assumed to be supported at both ends and a point load is located at
the middle of the beam. This assumption made the calculation a lot easier but it would
cause the smaller deflection for the same value of force. Joint 171 is located at level 3 and
marked in figure 4.3

Figure 4.3 Sclcctcd Joint

I icing curthquukc data from Siukuni Island, analysis wcrc done to get time history
displacement. Thesc values arc neededto culculatc the values ei stressesoccurred at joint
171 during the carthquukc.
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Time

pispiacomvnt

Figure 4.4 'Cimc history ditiplucrmcnt (mm)

Figure 4.4 Chow time history displacement

for joint

171. Maximum

value of*

displacement for this joint is 5.45 nim. Although the value seem small but the affect of'
this earthquake is not ncgliguhlc.

Dunnage done by this earthquake can be calculated by

determining the value of stress fir each displacement during the earthquake pcriad. I Icing
data from time history displacement. stresses for each displacement are calculated using
equation:

0m-

i2bEy
12

Whcrr:
a- stress,(pa)
y- pcrpcruliculur distancc from ncutrul ums, (m)
1. - Icngth oCbcam. (m)
ti - dcflcction, (m)
i: - nuxiulus of rlaxticity. (pa)
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4.4

Rainflow

Counting

Method

Calculated values of stressesare inputted into software cull S'F()IT(> 9.08. This
software will filter non peak value and sort data according to range and frequency of
stresses.This frequency will be use in determining the fatigue life time of the structure.
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Figure 4.5 Numhcr ul'cyclc vcrsus Stress(Mpa)

Figure 4.5 show number of complete cycles for each stress range. Small stress
value appear frequently compare to higher stress value. Stress range from 0 to I Mpa
occur most frenquently with 142 complete cycles. Highest stress occur during this
earthquake is about 12 Mpu but only occur once. This results arc then used to plot S-N
curve. From S-N curve fatigue life of a structure can be determine.
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4.5

S-N Curve

In order to dctcrrninc tittiguc Iifc of a structure. S-N curve is used along with
Palmgrcn-Mincr rule. Stresses(Mpa), arc divided with maximum stress capacity, f, If
the values arc -I the structure will fail.
S-N curve can be obtaincd by using equation:

5,,,.,/1* Ci 11-(I -R') B log NI

Then the nwnberof cycles to failurecan he obtainedby rearrangingthe equation
N -- log 10 I11

, Ill/(I

K') ICI

07

0ý
0
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200000

300000 400000
Number of Cycles

F'igurc 4.6 S-N curve
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4.6

I>smsRc Calculation
Total durnugc is culculutcd by dividing

the numhcr ofcyclcs

found in the timc

domain for euch stresscs to the number of cycles found from S-N curve.

Table 4.1 Damage calculation
Numbcr ufcyc; lc, N,

s

Numbcr ot'cyc:lc to tüilurc. N

1)amagc, N /N
,
0. cxxº25

0.075

142

0.149

32

0.224

14

0.299

12--.

0.448

14

17W

0. cxº369

0.522

S

1ý1tK

u.cxº36O

0.597

x

509

0.01572

0.672

81

187

(º.0427K

0.821

ýý
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U. 12(HX)

iu

1º.1(1(XX)

0.896

II

575124

1

210632

(MM 15

77141

O.(xx)18

ý _.-..._.__. 2825'

ý

0. (Nx)42

Fritigiic Ihunutgc Indcx (FIX)

0.28679

kcniinin);

1º.71321

Futil; uc I. i tc

Table 4.1 shows the calculutcd damage done by this carthquakc towards this
structure:.Total danwgc donc is about 28.68% and rcmuining futiguc lili: is 71.32%. So
by using F1)l, estimation of rcmuining lirtiguc life for this structure can be determined. If
earthquake with an intensity of VI occur again. the structure can only withstand another
three times before its collapse. By using this result, carly precaution can be taken if this
type of earthquakerepeatsand casualties can be hinder.
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CONCLUSION

('IIAP"1'I? R 5
AND RECOMMENDATION

Static and dy-natnic loading test have been conduct fir this project. Base on data
guthcrvd from experiment, it can be concluded that the samples arc able to withstand
force up to 5OkN. ('tucking appear mostly around critical area which is near to the joint.
When cyclic loading of 2OkN was applied, sample show no sign of cracking or failure
even after 150000 cycles.

'Ilcorctical displacement vulucs fir this carthyuakc arc gathcrcd by moxfcling the
whole structure in S I'AAI) Pro. Maximum displaccmcnt archivc for this earthquake is
about 5.45mm. E:xpcrimcnt shows that maximum deflection fir this sample hcforc its
collapse is 52mm.

In the event of earthquake, structures will experience a higher frequency of low
%tres%es
compared to the larger stress levels. Small stresses(under I Mpa) should not be
neglected duc to high occurrencesand arc included in the damage calculation.

Calculated valuc of F1)I

for 4(km/s2 average peak acceleration from Siukuai

island is 2K%. This indicates that the structure is 28% damaged and only have 72%
latiguc life remaining. Precaution should he taken ifthis magnitude of earthquake docs
strike Malaysia. Thorough investigation need to be done to avoid any unwanted
casualties.
This rescarch shows that structurc in Malaysia should havc included curthyuakc
factor in dcsign. It is important cspccially to public structure or f'acilitics which contain
hugc numbcr of peoplc. Statc such us Sclangor should implcmcnt earthquake deign
becauseof rapid development and high MMI recorded happenedin the past.

-)y
ý

In order for this kind of project to nun smoothly in the future, there are few
Hustlersthat nerd to he considered:
I) till'

need to do maintenance of equipment regularly to prevent any problem

during experiment.
2) Staffs should be well trained and capable of handling two or three equipments.
his would overcome the problem of too dependent to certain staff' in order to run
xpeciticd equipment.
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A

Table A-I. Modified Mcrcalli Intensity Scale

I )Cx"ripliun

1ntcmitV

Average Pcak
Acceleration

Vuluc

(C(Tl/ti2 )
-.

I

I

Not kit

cxccpt by a vcry tcw under espccially

lirvuruhlc

r in umstuncc
II

Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper
floors of buildings. Delicately suspended objects may
swing.

III

Felt quite noticeably indoors, especially on upper floors of
buildings, but many people do not recognize it as an
earthquake. Standing automobiles may rock slightly.
Vibration like pissing of truck. Duration estimated.

IV

I)uring the day felt indoors by marry, outdoors by few. At

14.7

19.6

29.4

39.2

night some awakened. Dishes, windows, doors disturbed;
walls make creaking sound. Sensationlike heavy truck
striking building. Standing automobiles rocked noticeably.
V

Felt by nearly everyone, ninny awakened. Some dishes. window%, and so on broken; cracked plaster in it few
places; unstable objects overturned. Disturbances of trees,
pales, and other tall objects sometimes noticed. Pendulum
clocks may stop.

VI

Felt by all, many frightened and run outdoors. Some heavy

sx. x 6x. 6

furniture moved; u few instances of Balder plaster and
damaged chimneys. Damage slight.

VII

I":vcrybcxly nins outdoors. I)unwgc ncgligiblc in buildink,
of good deign and ccrostnution; slight to nuxlcratc
damagein wcll-built ordinary structures; cunsidcrublc in
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98. ()

147.0

poorly built or badly designed structures: some chimneys
broken. Noticed by persons driving cars.
VIII

Damage slight in specially designed structures,

245.0 294.0

considcruhlc in ordinary substantial buildings, with partial
collapse. great in poorly built structures. I'uncl walls
thrown out of franc structure. Chimneys, fi ctory stacks,
columns, monuments, walls may fill. I Icavy furniture
overturned. Sand and mud ejected in small amounts.
('hanger in well water. Personsdriving cars disturbed.
IX

I)amagc considerable in specially designed structures;

490.1)

5 39.0

well-dcsigncd triune structures thrown out of plumb; great
in substantial buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings
shifted off foundations. (; round cracked conspicuously.

I indcrground pipes broken.
X

Some well-built wcxxicn structures destroyed; most

Murr than

masonry and frame structures destroyed with foundations,

588.()

ground badly cracked. Rails bent. Landslides considerable
from river banks and steepslopes. Shifted sand and mud.
Water splashed,slopped over hanks.
XI

Fcw, if any (masonry) structures remain standing. Bridges
destroyed. Broad fissures in ground. Underground
pipelines completely out of service.

arch slumps and land

slips in !tuft ground. Rails bent greatly.

XIl

I)amngc total. Waves seenon ground surface. I. ines of
sight and level distorted. Objects thrown into the air.
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Table A-2. Richter Scale

Kkhtcr
Ma6sitadcs

Earthquake

[ewriptMs

E:fTccta

not felt.

Frequency of
Occurrence

About 8,axº prr

I. c.... than 10

Micro

Microcnrthquakcs,

20-21)

Mirxx

(icncrally

i0-i9

Minor

()11cn Iclt, but rarely causes damagc.

490K)peryear

4 04.9
,

Light
ight

Nuticeshic shaking of indoor items, nittling
m)i%cw.Significant damagc unlikely.

6,20( pcr year
(csi. )

S.0-5,9

Moxicrstc

Can causc major tkunagc to poorly constructed
buildings ovcr small rcgioms. At most slight

8(X)pcr ycar

not Iclt, but re onlcd.

damagc to wcll-dcsigncd buildings.

day

Ahxnit (, 0(X) pcr
(illy

(cst.)

ä.0.e. 9

titwng

('an tic dc%tnictivc in arras up to nKmt 160
kilumctres (100 mi) across in pupulutcd arras.

120 per year

TO-79

Major

('art cause rrriou% damage over larger arcax.

IK per year

9 O"Sy

liraMt

Can cause serious damage in aruaxseveral
hundred miles across.

I per year

9.0.9.9

(; root

1)cva"rtating in arcax xcvcrnl thousand nlilcx
"ftf! 1!1.

I per 20 years

I000

Upic

Never rccurdcd; we hcluw for cyuivalrnt. wiKmic
energy yicld,

1":xtrcmcly ram
(llnknuwn)
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I able A-3. Non-Numerical
Richter Scale

Comparison

Between

Mercalli Intensity
Scab
II
III
IV
V

,,

IX

x
xi
xu

Intensity

Richter
Scale
<35
3.5
4.2
45
4.8

VI
VII
VIII

r--

Mercalli

54
61

_ý.

35

65
8.9
73
81
>8 1
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Scale And
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It

Sumplc delivered from casting site

Support syxtcm IühricutcJ at I'usiiiK

10

Support System was srtup and tx)lte(.l to the ground

ý

Sample sctup on support system and ready to lxr tested
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